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What does this have to do 

with sex offenders?

 Good question.  I’m not sure but this is 

what I know from experience….

 Impulses

 Compulsions

 Obsession

 Patterns

 Negative Thoughts

 Feelings of shame , guilt,  embarrassment



Lets not do this

Make no promises

Don’t make fun of OCD

Disclosure-wait for it…

Don’t interrupt

Don’t confuse your  terms- what is the R 
word

Don’t ask them to stop-wait for 
readiness

Praise



Approach with patience and 

clean hands

 Stop the ritual or not to stop the 

ritual- is it really not a big deal?

Goal setting, small goals, Dead Goals

Finding the trigger, origin, trauma, 

family-learned behavior.  Is this 

important? Sometimes 



What time is it, I have to feed 

the cat

 Treatment will take time

 Exploring negative thinking

 Exploring other issues  of day to day life. 

 Stick to the goals and treatment plan

 Change the plan if it’s not working

 Do more of what works for you

 Set your boundaries



Don’t forget basics

 Build rapport

 Pause and breath

 Involve family, loved one’s, friends

Master one thing at a time

Do more of what works for you



Sensory Grounding

Most of my clients seem to 
want to better develop and 
use coping skills.  Basic coping 
skills will not work alone.

Learn sensory grounding 
techniques and combine 
them with the coping skills. 



Release the Senses!

Once grounding skills are set, 

used and successful then you 

can attack the ritual.   

Failure is not a loss.  It is a 

learning curve. There will be 

failure and success.  Then 

failure again and then 

success again. 



TOUCH

Texture, tactile

fur, hot, cold, linen, leather

sand, water, human, 

shapes, talisman, stress 

ball, rubber, clay, garden, 

cook, cut, make, create….



SMELL

HERBS, SCENTS, COCONUT, LEMON, 

LAVENDAR, ROSMARY

Baby, flowers, foods, coffee, popcorn, 

corn chips,  books, magazines, car, 

sprays, cooking, fruit, glue(just 

kidding), suntan lotion, oils and 

potions, gasoline, cut grass….



TASTE

Hot , cold, sweet , salty, sour.  sugar 

free anything, smoke(yup), coffee, 

tea, citrus, mint, zesty, crunchy, soft, 

liquid, bone, texture….



SOUND

White noise, hair bands, classical 

music, birds chirping, recorded 

messages, sounds of the ocean, 

sound of the wind, Sunday football, 

recorded mantra…



SEE ME

 Color, picture, video(just say no to porn), 

sky, garden, family, fish, hermit crab, 

games, paint chart, lava lamps, 

windshield wipers, pets, scenes, mundane 

things , ocean, putting on war paint, and 

cell phone…..



Mix with vodka

Mix these with your basic 

coping skills and use them

Must us regularly

Pause then ground

repeat



Expectations and terms

Ritual prevention

Extinction

Wash , check , obsessed, 

order



The girl with the backpack
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 THAT’S ALL FOLKS

 QUESTIONS?????????


